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With a significantly reduced Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI), SiGe channel pMOSFETs prom-
ise to virtually eliminate this reliability issue for ultra-thin EOT devices. The intrinsically superior NBTI
robustness of the MOS system consisting of a Ge-based channel and of a SiO2/HfO2 dielectric stack is
understood in terms of a favorable energy decoupling between the SiGe channel and the gate dielectric
defects. Thanks to this effect, a significantly reduced time-dependent variability of nanoscale devices is
also observed. Other reliability mechanisms such as low-frequency noise, channel hot carriers, and
time-dependent dielectric breakdown are shown not to be showstoppers.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Due to the ever increasing electric fields in scaled CMOS de-
vices, reliability is becoming a showstopper for further scaled tech-
nology nodes. Although several groups have already demonstrated
functional devices with aggressively scaled EOT down to �5 Å
[1,2], the stability of their parameters at operating conditions can-
not be guaranteed [3,4]. Meanwhile, the use of high-mobility chan-
nels is being considered for further device performance
enhancement in future CMOS technology nodes [5,6]. The SiGe
channel quantum well technology (Fig. 1) in particular is consid-
ered for yielding enhanced mobility and pMOS threshold voltage
tuning [7].

While the interface passivation of non-Si channel materials is
typically considered a challenging and critical issue, extremely
promising device performance was recently obtained by growing
epitaxially a thin Si passivation layer on top of a pMOS (Si)Ge chan-
nel [8]. However, open questions exist about the reliability of such
complex gate stacks.

In this paper we review our recent studies regarding the reli-
ability of Ge-based pMOSFETs. We show that this technology offers
a significant intrinsic reliability improvement which we ascribe
chiefly to a reduced interaction between channel carriers and oxide
defects. Furthermore, we show that the (Si)Ge-based technology
also considerably alleviates the time-dependent variability [9],
which arises as devices scale toward atomistic dimensions [10].
ll rights reserved.

.

The extensive experimental results summarized here strongly sup-
port (Si)Ge pMOS technology as a clear frontrunner for future
CMOS technology nodes.
2. Negative bias temperature instability

Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) is considered as
the most severe reliability issue for scaled CMOS technologies
[11,12]. It affects pMOSFETs during operation, causing significant
shifts of the device electrical parameters (e.g., threshold voltage
shift DVth) due to oxide defect charging and interface state crea-
tion. The quasi-constant supply voltage scaling proposed by the
international technology road map [13] for the recent and upcom-
ing technology nodes enhances NBTI due to the ever increasing
oxide electric field (Eox) [14]. As a consequence, a 10 year lifetime
at operating conditions cannot be guaranteed anymore for Si chan-
nel pMOSFETs with ultra-thin (UT-) EOT (Fig. 2 diamonds).

Already in 2009 [15], we reported that the Ge-based technology
promises a significantly improved NBTI robustness. To benefit from
this property, the SiGe gate-stack was optimized for enhanced reli-
ability, including a high Ge fraction (55%) in the channel, a suffi-
ciently thick quantum well (6.5 nm) and a Si passivation layer of
reduced thickness (0.8 nm) [16,17]. By means of such optimization,
we demonstrated sufficiently reliable ultra-thin EOT SiGe pMOS-
FETs with a 10 year lifetime at operating conditions in both gate-
first and gate-last process flows (Fig. 2) [18]. The main gate-stack
parameter affecting the NBTI robustness was found to be the Si
passivation layer thickness, with thinner Si caps consistently ob-
served to yield a significant boost of the device reliability while
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Fig. 1. (a) Sketch of the gate-stack of SiGe devices used in this work. (b) Band diagram in inversion. Channel holes are confined into the SiGe quantum well due to the valence
band offset (DEv) between the SiGe channel and the Si cap. The Si cap thickness (tSicap) therefore contributes to the capacitance equivalent thickness in inversion (Tinv) of the
gate stack.
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Fig. 2. A high Ge fraction (55%) in a 6.5 nm thick quantum well, combined with a
thin Si cap (0.8 nm) boost the maximum operating overdrive (|VG�Vth0|) to meet the
target VDD at ultra-thin EOT in a MIPS flow (solid circles, as compared to open
circle). The optimization was also implemented in a RMG flow: high-k last SiGe
sample with thick Si cap (solid square) shows poor NBTI robustness; an IL reduction
by means of O-scavenging in a high-k first process flow (open triangle), further
increases NBTI; however, the SiGe gate-stack optimization (solid triangles) boosts
the maximum operating overdrive above the ITRS target. The results were
reproduced for several process thermal budgets.
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Fig. 3. Maximum operating overdrive for 10 year lifetime (T = 125 �C, failure
criterion DVth = 30 mV) vs. Tinv. SiGe devices with a thin Si cap offer improved
NBTI reliability, i.e. higher maximum operating overdrive.

Fig. 4. Total DVth split into the so-called permanent (P) DVth, assumed to be caused
by DNit, and the recoverable (R) DVth, assumed to be caused by filling of pre-existing
oxide traps (Not). DNit measured with charge pumping during NBTI stress were
converted to DVth_Permanent (=DNit.q/Cox) in order to decouple their contribution
from the total measured DVth. Three samples are compared (Si Reference, SiGe with
thick and thin Si caps): DNit follows a power law on the stress time with the same
exponent (�0.25) on all the samples. However SiGe devices with thinner Si cap
show both reduced P and R, with the reduction of R having a higher impact on the
total DVth.
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reducing the capacitance equivalent thickness in inversion (Tinv) of
the gate stack (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the reliability improvement
was observed to be readily transferable to different device struc-
tures such as pure Ge channel pMOSFETs and wrapped SiGe chan-
nel pfinFETs [19]. These process- and architecture-independent
results suggest the superior reliability to be an intrinsic property
of the MOS system consisting of a Ge-based channel and a SiO2/
HfO2 dielectric stack. It is therefore eminently relevant to under-
stand in detail the physical mechanisms behind this property.

By comparing with Si reference devices with an identical
high-k/metal gate stack, we have reported several experimental
observations about the NBTI degradation kinetic in optimized SiGe
channel devices [19], which can be summarized as:

(1) Similar time dependence (i.e., the same power-law expo-
nent) of the overall threshold voltage shift (DVth);

(2) Similar apparent temperature activation [12] of the overall
DVth (EA � 60 mV);

(3) Reduced interface state generation (DNit, the so-called
permanent component of NBTI [20]) and significantly
reduced hole trapping in pre-existing bulk oxide



Fig. 5. Extracted NBTI DVth power-law pre-factors (i.e. DVth after a stress period of
1 s): a significant reduction for the SiGe devices is observed, especially with a
reduced Si cap thickness. A stronger field-acceleration for SiGe with respect to the Si
Ref. device is also noted, leading to further improvement at lower operating fields.
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defects(DNot, the so-called recoverable component of NBTI
[20]), with the latter reduction being of greater relevance
(Fig. 4);

(4) Similar time dependence (power-law exponent �0.25, see
Fig. 4) and field dependence of the NBTI-induced interface
state generation (DNit);

(5) Stronger field-dependence of the overall DVth (Fig. 5) caused
by a stronger field dependence of the dominant trapping
component (DNot).

The observations related to the generation of interface states
suggest that the same bond breaking process at the Si/SiO2 inter-
face, i.e. the de-passivation of H-passivated Si dangling bonds
(Pb0), is likely to be taking place also in (Si)Ge channel devices.
We have previously reported [17] Electron Spin Resonance Spec-
troscopy (ESR) [21] measurements on a Ge substrate with a thick
Si cap which revealed a high Pb0 density (�1 � 1012 cm�2), while
these defects could not be detected (<1011 cm�2) on a very thin
Si cap. This observation suggests that the Ge segregation at the
Si/SiO2 reported for Ge-based channels and enhanced by the use
EF
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Fig. 6. A model including defect bands in the IL and in the HfO2. (a) Fewer defects are en
SiGe as compared to Si. (b) The additional voltage drop on a thicker Si cap ‘pushes’ dow
constant gate overdrive) and therefore more oxide defects become energetically favorab
of a Si cap with reduced Si cap thickness [22] can reduce the Nit

precursor defect density and therefore the DNit during NBTI stress.
However, while this reduced creation of interface states cartain-

ly plays a role in the improved NBTI reliability observed for SiGe
channel devices, it cannot completely explain the strongly reduced
overall NBTI degradation which is mainly caused by a significant
reduction of the hole trapping component (DNot, see Fig. 4). We
propose that the DNot reduction is related to a favorable alignment
shift of the Fermi level in the SiGe channel with respect to the pre-
existing bulk oxide defect energy levels (Fig. 6) [19]. Larger mis-
alignment can cause carriers to interact with a smaller fraction of
accessible oxide traps. To model this effect, we assume the exis-
tence of defect bands both in the SiO2 IL and in the high-k layer.
We note that the interacting defects have to be located in both
dielectric layers since the same NBTI trends on SiGe with different
Si caps were consistently observed when scaling the IL thickness
(cf. Fig. 3). As depicted in Fig. 6, the Fermi level in the channel
determines which part of the defect band is accessible to channel
holes. Thanks to the band alignment of the (Si)Ge channel toward
the gate stack, fewer defects are energetically favorable for channel
holes. However, the additional voltage drop over a thicker Si cap
(when benchmarking at fixed gate overdrive voltage or at fixed
equivalent oxide electric field, as customary for NBTI studies),
‘pushes’ down the channel holes energy level and therefore more
defects become energetically favorable for charging (Fig. 6b). We
implemented this model concept by representing the defect bands
as Gaussian distributions over energy in order to calculate the in-
duced DVth caused by accessible defects for different gate stacks
and as a function of the applied gate overdrive voltage. The mean
values of the distributions were pinned at 0.95 eV below the Si va-
lence band for the IL (corresponding to the E0c[E0/+] center in SiO2

[23]) and at 1.4 eV below the Si valence band for the high-k (corre-
sponding to the neutral oxygen vacancy [Oo] level in HfO2 [24]). All
the defects located above the channel Fermi level are considered
occupied by trapped holes, while all the defects below are neutral
(note: no trapping/de-trapping kinetics is included in this calcula-
tion, i.e. the thermodynamic equilibrium is represented). The mod-
el was first calibrated using the NBTI data on the Si reference
devices: the standard deviations of the Gaussian distributions were
used as a fitting parameter (in the range of 0.3–0.5 eV) in order to
capture the correct electric field dependence, while the defect den-
sities were fitted in order to match the observed DVth magnitude.
The scaled DVth contribution of defects located at varying depths
due to their electrostatic effect was also included. Then, with the
same defect band parameters, the expected DVth was calculated
for SiGe channel devices, including the valence band offset of
EF
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(b)

ergetically favorable for trapping channel holes thanks to the higher Fermi level in
n the Fermi level in the channel (when benchmarking at constant electric field or
le for hole trapping.
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Fig. 7. Calculated DVth vs. experimental data of the recoverable component. The model was first calibrated on the Si reference data, then the same defect band parameters
were used to calculate the expected DVth for SiGe devices (including the valence band offset between the SiGe and the Si cap, and the voltage drop on Si caps of varying
thickness). The simple model matches the experimental data remarkably well. (a) Lin–lin, (b) log–log scales.
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+0.35 eV in the channel and including the varying voltage drop on
Si cap with varying thicknesses.

As shown in Fig. 7 the simple model matches excellently the
experimental recoverable component (DNot) of NBTI. Both the re-
duced degradation and the stronger field dependence observed
for SiGe devices with reduced Si cap thicknesses are readily
captured.

The model explains also the other experimental observations
previously made concerning the Ge fraction and the quantum well
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Fig. 8. (a) A clear correlation between the initial Vth0 and NBTI-induced DVth is consistent
always showed reduced Vth-instability, at any given stress condition (|VGstress�Vth0|). Th
channel Fermi level energy (EF) with respect to the Si valence band (EVS), as shown with
the carrier-trap interaction, according to the model proposed here (cf. Fig. 7).
thickness. In order to minimize the fraction of accessible defects,
i.e. in order to ‘push up’ the Fermi level in the channel with respect
to the defect band, the valence band offset between SiGe and Si has
to be maximized—higher Ge fraction (reduced bandgap and higher
DEv) and thick quantum well (to reduce quantization) are therefore
beneficial. Moreover, this model explains the distinct relation be-
tween the fresh device Vth0 and the NBTI observed in SiGe devices
with varying process parameters (Fig. 8a): as calculated with
MEDICI for, e.g., a Si cap thickness split, gate-stacks with lower
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is was not observed for Si devices. (b) A lower device Vth0 corresponds to a higher
MEDICI simulations. The higher Fermi level in the channel is beneficial for reducing
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Fig. 9. (a) NBTI relaxation transients recorded on nanoscaled SiGe devices. For each
device, multiple single defect discharge events are visible. (b) Weighted comple-
mentary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) plot of the individual DVth step
heights observed on multiple (41) devices. Despite the intentionally undoped
epitaxially grown SiGe channel, the DVth step heights appear to be exponentially
distributed [25], with an average value g � 3.9 mV. The average number of defects
per device, hNTi, can be easily read in this plot as the intersection of the distribution
with the y-axis [29].
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|Vth0| have higher channel Fermi level energy (Fig. 8b) and there-
fore benefit from reduced interaction between holes and oxide
defects.

Finally we note that the proposed representation of the defect
levels as Gaussian distributions is a mere assumption serving the
sole purpose of simplifying the mathematical treatment of the
model. Different energy distributions of the defects in the dielectric
layer might exist in reality. Nevertheless, a similar beneficial effect
by shifting up the Fermi level energy in the channel will be ob-
tained independently of the chosen defect level representation
[e.g. even for a uniform energy distribution of defect levels, a frac-
tion of defects would become unfavorable for holes at the (Si)Ge
channel Fermi level]. Furthermore, we also note that an additional
contribution to the enhanced NBTI for gate stack with thicker Si
caps could be related to a spill-over of inversion holes into the
cap at high oxide fields: according to the proposed model, holes
at the valence band of the Si cap would be favorably trapped in
the dielectric defects and therefore the benefit of using a Ge-based
channel would be partially lost.
3. Time-dependent variability

With the ever decreasing device size, the number of dopant
atoms, but also the number of defects, in each device reduces to
numerable levels [10]. This results in increased time-zero (i.e.,
as-fabricated) variability, but also considerable time-dependent
variability (i.e., reduced reliability) [9,25]. We and others have
recently shown that the properties of individual charged gate oxide
defects can be observed in the NBTI DVth relaxation transients
[9,12,26]. A representative set of typical NBTI relaxation transients
recorded on nanoscale SiGe devices is shown in Fig. 9a. Several
observations can be made:

(1) The total DVth observed after the same NBTI stress strongly
varies from device to device;

(2) Single discharge events are visible, each causing a different
DVth step;

(3) Each device shows a different number of charging/discharg-
ing events (i.e. a different number of active oxide traps, NT);

(4) The DVth step heights appear to be approximately exponen-
tially distributed (Fig. 9b), with average value g (i.e. the
slope of the exponential distribution) but with some single
charged oxide defects easily causing gigantic DVth [25].

Such anomalous large DVth are commonly ascribed to the perc-
olative nature of the current in nanoscale devices associated with
channel potential non uniformity induced by variability sources
(e.g. random dopant distribution, line edge roughness, metal gate
granularity, etc.) [10].

SiGe pFETs with a reduced Si cap thickness showed a �10� re-
duced average number of charge/discharge events per device, i.e. a
reduced average number of active defects hNTi (Fig. 10a) and a �2�
reduced average DVth step height g (Fig. 10b) with respect to their
Si counterparts [27]. These two experimental observations are
readily explained with the model already discussed in the previous
section (cf. Fig. 6): fewer oxide defects are energetically favorable
for SiGe channel holes, with the accessible defects located on the
gate side of the dielectric, resulting in a reduced electrostatic im-
pact on the channel [28].

Thanks to the reduced hNTi and g, the optimized SiGe channel
technology promises a significantly enhanced reliability when con-
sidering a realistic population of billions of nanoscaled devices, as
illustrated in Fig. 11 [29].
4. Other reliability mechanisms

Low-frequency noise

Similarly to BTI, 1/f noise is ascribed to trapping and de-trap-
ping of channel carrier into oxide defects with widely distributed
characteristic time constants. The reduced interaction between
carriers and oxide defects observed for SiGe devices – owing to
the energy decoupling (cf. Fig. 6) – also yields a reduced 1/f noise,
as we showed in [27].
Channel hot carrier reliability

The use of a small bandgap semiconductor favors electron–hole
pair generation in the channel by means of impact ionization. This
effect is expected to enhance hot carrier degradation. Indeed, poor
hot carrier robustness has been reported for pure Ge-channel
devices [30,31]. However, during a typical CHC stress (VG = VD =
Vstress) a significant fraction of the total degradation in pMOS
devices is related to the residual NBTI effect at the source side of
the channel [32]. The enhanced NBTI robustness of the optimized
SiGe devices significantly reduces also the total degradation caused
by CHC stress (Fig. 12a). As we reported in [17], CHC do not consti-
tute a showstopper for the optimized SiGe devices reliability
(Fig. 12b).



(a) (b)

Fig. 10. (a) Consistently with large area device data (cf. Fig. 5), nanoscaled SiGe channel pMOSFETs with a reduced Si cap thickness show reduced average number of
charging/discharging defects per device hNTi, and a stronger field acceleration. Note: very high equivalent oxide fields were needed for the charging phase in order to be able
to observe active defects in SiGe devices with the thinnest Si cap (hNTi as low as �0.33 at 15 MV/cm, i.e. one defect observed for every three measured devices). (b) Extracted
average DVth step heights g for SiGe devices with different Si cap and for undoped Si channel devices, after a charging phase at Eox � 12 MV/cm. The extracted values of g are
normalized for the charge sheet approximation (g0) for the electrostatic of a single charge. SiGe devices with the thinnest Si cap show a significantly lower g (�2�). The
observation is confirmed on SiGe devices with two different SiO2 interfacial layer thicknesses. The red dashed line demarcates the benchmark value experimentally estimated
on undoped Si channel Ref. devices. The error bars on the estimated g values are related to the lower hNTi observed for SiGe.
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Time dependent dielectric breakdown

As already noted for Ge devices in [33], no significant difference
in the TDDB characteristic of SiGe with respect to their Si counter-
parts having the same SiO2/HfO2 dielectric stack was observed.
Although a few non-destructive (i.e. soft) breakdown events could
be expected [17], TDDB is not considered the showstopper for UT-
EOT devices [34].



(a) (b)

Fig. 12. (a) SiGe devices with a thick Si cap show lower CHC degradation with respect to Si Ref. devices only at low stress conditions, while at high stress conditions a higher
degradation is apparent likely due to enhanced impact ionization in the small bandgap channel [30]. However, the optimized SiGe gate-stacks with a reduced Si cap thickness
consistently show an overall reduced CHC degradation over Si Ref. devices. (b) Extrapolated device lifetime under CHC stress for a �0.7 nm EOT (Tinv � 1.1 nm) NBTI-
optimized SiGe gate stack. CHC do not constitute a showstopper for SiGe devices.
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5. Conclusions

The NBTI reliability of Ge-based channel pMOSFETs was inves-
tigated. The results clearly show significantly improved NBTI reli-
ability for this family of high-mobility channel devices. A
reliability-aware gate-stack optimization, with a high Ge fraction,
a sufficiently thick quantum well and reduced Si cap thickness
was developed to demonstrate ultra-thin EOT SiGe devices with
10 year NBTI reliability at operating VDD. The NBTI reduction was
ascribed mainly to a favorable alignment shift of the Fermi level
in the SiGe channel with respect to pre-existing defect energy lev-
els in the dielectric layers.

Owing to this beneficial effect, a reduced time-dependent vari-
ability of nanoscaled SiGe pFETs is also expected. In particular, we
reported a significant reduction of the average number of active
oxide defects hNTi causing charge/discharge events, and of the
average impact on the device characteristic per each trapped
charge (g). Furthermore, a reduced low-frequency noise was also
observed in SiGe devices.

Other reliability mechanisms, such as channel hot carriers and
time-dependent dielectric breakdown were shown not to be show-
stoppers. The extensive experimental results here summarized
strongly support SiGe technology as leading candidate for future
CMOS technology nodes, offering a complete solution to the reli-
ability issue for ultra-thin EOT nanoscaled pMOSFET devices.
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